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Consumer lending. Credit cards. Precision marketing. Quantitative trading. Portfolio .... online. Many of these firms have also started developing mobile based. 
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01 Disruption & breakthrough
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Disruptive changes and breakthroughs Comprehensive service scenarios



Credit cards



Products



Consumer lending



Intelligence Housing/car loans



Payment



Data



Risk Precision marketing Individuals pricing Insurance



Personal finance



Anti-fraud Transactions



Quantitative trading



Payment and receipts



Wealth management



Financial markets



Portfolio management



Products Bills



Intelligence



Data



Risk control Wealth management



Enterprises (small and medium-sized)



Risk pricing Credit loans (supply/industrial chain)



Anti-fraud Leasing



Pledged loans



The picture above listed in no particular order ，it is only a schematic diagram sorted by public information. Not a full list, just for reference
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Overview About Fintech 50 Each year, KPMG publishes the KPMG Global Fintech 100 report, which ranks the leading and emerging Fintech companies globally.1 KPMG China recognises that China is one of the fastest growing Fintech markets globally and has become an important hub for financial services and technology companies operating in the region.



As a result, KPMG China has published the China Fintech 50 report with the aim of promoting the industry’s growth by highlighting the leading mainland companies engaged in technological innovations in the financial services sector.



* Standard



Companies included are either non-financial institutions or non-traditional financial institutions that are actively involved in developing new technologies for the financial services industry; their principal business activities and target client group are located in mainland China. We encourage companies profiled in this report to engage with us by accessing the KPMG China website and following us on social media.



2 1
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Criteria



* Review Committee Our review committee comprises partners from KPMG China and KPMG Global, with expertise in IT, data, capital markets, venture capital, risk control and financial services. * Review dimensions



KPMG China believes IT innovation is at the heart of developments in the financial services sector. This is reflected in our methodology, which covers six core dimensions, including technology, data and innovation, as shown in the diagram on the right hand side.



Data driven capability – modelling/collection/ mining/execution
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Valuation and recognition from capital markets



4



The KPMG China Fintech 50 survey was launched in mid-2016. Following an extensive review process, we are pleased to announce the successful companies (listed on page 16).



Note1: KPMG, in conjunction with H2 Ventures, publishes the KPMG Global Fintech 100 report. H2 Ventures is a leading Fintech investment firm.
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Overview (continued) We have provided a breakdown of the companies included in the report based on a number of criteria: 1） Business model: 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0



Followed by integrated financial services, big data ranked first and second when analysing the firms included in our rankings on the basis of their business model. Since data is at the heart of recent developments in the financial services sector, companies that seek to harness the power of big data enjoy a significant competitive advantage over their peers. Note：These statistics are only for companies for which information is disclosed



2）Location:



21



15



Beijing



Shanghai



5 Hangzhou



1 Chengdu



7



Shenzhen



1



Chongqing



The success of China’s Fintech industry is a consequence of the efforts by government to cultivate the country’s knowledge economy. Due to the overriding advantages enjoyed by Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen and other tier one cities in cultivating, attracting and retaining talent in the financial services and technology sectors, most of the companies included in our rankings are, unsurprisingly, based in these cities. Note：The region of shortlisted companies above based on their main business location
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Overview (continued) 3） Technology:



Core technology distribution 50 40 30 20 10 0



Advanced technology, when properly utilised to support innovation, can lead to breakthroughs in the financial services sector, for example, risk quantification models can help shorten the approval process for consumer loans, mobile computing systems improve customer retention by enhancing service quality, cloud computing increases service responsiveness and big data can be used to detect fraudulent behaviour more effectively. Out of the 10 core technologies this report focuses on, big data/data analysis technology was the one most commonly employed by companies that were included. Note：These statistics are only for companies which information is disclosed



4）Proportion of technical personnel:



11% 30%



59%



Since a key contributing factor to a company’s competitiveness is the skillset of its staff, the proportion of technical personnel is often an important criterion in distinguishing different firms. Since a number of Fintech companies tend to use the Internet, particularly social networking sites, to market their products and services, this has led to a reduction in marketing staff and an increase in staff with technical expertise across the industry. Note：These statistics are only for companies for which information is disclosed
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Overview (continued) 5）Time of incorporation:



6% Within 1 year



Most of the KPMG China Fintech 50 were formed only recently. During the interview process, we found that having a vibrant, passionate and positive corporate culture was a key factor in explaining the innovation of many of these organisations.



6%



18%



18%



1-2 years 2-3 years 3-5 years 5-10 years Over 10 years



26%



26%



Note：These statistics are only for companies for which information is disclosed



6）Valuation:



9%



Fintech has been front page news in recent years, which has probably helped increase the value of many of the companies on the list. However, most of the companies are still young and, with the exception of a few large groups, most are limited in scale and value.



9%



30%



￥￥￥￥￥ ￥￥￥￥



16%



￥￥￥ ￥￥ ￥



￥￥￥￥￥: Over ￥20 Billion, ￥￥￥￥: 
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Statista-Expertenbefragung Fintech 2016 

Befragte. 110 Experten aus den Bereichen Fintech, Banken und sonstige Finanzdienstleister, ... In Bezug auf Mobile Payment genieÃŸen deutsche. Fintechs im ...
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Omnichhannel Retail Survey 2016 - KPMG 

The peak trading period is critical for retailers, ... Free returns are driving extra online purchases and ..... limited staff during peak trading to find the package in.
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FINTECH: Innovaciones - Publications 

Ben Peters, ...... DST Global, Peter Thiel's Founder Fund, QED Investors, Sequoia ..... Gabriela Andrade, Andrés Fontao,
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MaRisk - KPMG 

1 Die Interne Revision hat ihre Aufgaben selbstÃ¤ndig und unabhÃ¤ngig wahrzunehmen. Insbesondere ist zu gewÃ¤hrleisten, dass sie bei der Berichterstattung und der Wertung der PrÃ¼fungsergebnisse keinen Weisungen unterworfen ist. Das Direktionsrecht d
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2016 Banking Industry Outlook Survey - KPMG 

7 Fintech Innovations Signal Imminent Disruption, Bank Innovation, August 6, 2015. .... 12 Most Banks Would Trade Personal Banking for Digital Banking.
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Fintech - Wenger & Vieli 

FINMA RS 2016/7 Video- und Online-. Identifizierung ... diese Pflichten durch Video- oder mittels Online- .... werden, sollen kÃ¼nftig im Vergleich zu Banken.
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Perspectivas España 2017 - KPMG 

del precio del petróleo, la previsible caída de la inversión empresarial por el aumento del Impuesto .... Gestión de Act
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pacing & leading - ICO Oberstdorf 

3. Adrenalin â†’ pos. AuflÃ¶sung â†’ Endorphine (Belohnung). Testosteron â†’ pos. Stress â€“ Eustress â†’ Adrenalinreproduktion. Positiver Stresskreislauf: Adrenalin ...
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China China - ObreroFiel 

China. China. Motivos de oración: 1. El materialismo y aumento de la riqueza ... China es una república socialista ... I
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Ist Fintech ein Hype? 

UNTER-. NEHMERTUM. FINANZ-. EXPERTISE. TECHNOLOGIE-. KOMPETENZ. Dr. Christopher Oster. CEO. Dr. Marco Adelt. COO. Steffen Glomb. CTO ...
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Auditoría KPMG 2017 

Kocielo Dodge. Lic. Graciela Do Mato. Consejera. Universidad Tecnológica. [. . : ឯដៃ. Cៗទថ្មី. Universidad Tecnológica.
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KPMG: La banca ... - Banca15 

31 oct. 2016 - pasado día 11 celebrado en. Luxemburgo, en cambio su colega, el ministro finlandés. Petteri Orpo, admitía
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Venture Pulse Q2'15 - KPMG 

09.03.2016 - telecom and technology become increasingly active. Note: Report only includes all equity rounds to VC-backed fintech companies. CB Insights ...
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50% 50% 50% 

Sydney / Halifax / Bar Harbor / Portland /. Boston / Charleston / Ft. Lauderdale. TRANSATLÁNTICO. Anthem of the SeasSM.
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perspektiv: wechsel - KPMG 

ruf, die sich im Laufe Ihrer Karriere verÃ¤ndert haben? TB: Man ... dem â€“ die noch am Anfang ihrer Karriere steht â€“ mitgeben .... Fokus: Unternehmensberatung.
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Venture Pulse Q2'15 - KPMG 

09.03.2016 - fintech deal sizes rose to $75M in Q3'15 on the back of $100M+ mega-rounds to SoFi, .... pushing banks to work with the latter to get out ahead of the former. Given this shift, it's ..... that will yield greater benefit down the road.
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50% -50% 

hace 3 dÃas - 50 cl. 1â‚¬. ,78. LA UNIDAD. LA UNIDAD COMPRANDO 3. 1â‚¬. ,19. El litro a 5,39â‚¬. El litro a 3,61â‚¬. 3x
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leading change report - European Athletics 

of interest in hosting our future events. The Council's award of the 2017 European. Cross Country Championships to Å amorin/. SVK led to the national television ...
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Redalyc.Reformas sociales en China: 2016-2020 

Redalyc.Reformas sociales en China: 2016-2020https://mainbucketduhnnaeireland.s3.amazonaws.com/.../1493505500-Reformas-s
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Einladung FinTech - UFSP Finanzmarktregulierung - UZH 

03.06.2016 - oder über E-Mail: [email protected]. Erforderliche Angaben: Name, Vorname. Titel, Funktion. Büro, Firma, Behörde. Strasse, Nr. PLZ, Ort.
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Einladung FinTech - UFSP Finanzmarktregulierung - UZH 

03.06.2016 - 09:30-09:35. ErÃ¶ffnung. Harald Gall. 09:35-09:40. BegrÃ¼ssung. Thorsten Hens. 09:40-10:10. Regulierung von FinTech Unternehmen in der ...
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Breaking News - Abril 2015 - KPMG 

1 abr. 2015 - Nos es grato remitirle la Newsletter de KPMG en España Breaking News en la que encontrará las principales
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China - Mincetur 

CHINA / PERU. (strike out that which does not apply) in that they comply with the rules of origin requirements of the Ch
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50% 

Das dieses Konzept aufgeht, konn ten die Jungs u. a. beim Elbhang- fest, Laubegaster Inselfest, Rock am Damm - Heidenau und bei zahlreichen Firmen- und ...
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